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10,000+ 
ADVOCATES 
HAVE JOINED 
ALA IN TELLING 
THE WORLD 
WHY LIBRARIES 
MATTER.
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OVERVIEW
Since 2015, the American Library Association’s Libraries Transform public 
awareness campaign has mobilized library lovers across the world. The free Libraries 
Transform toolkit equips library professionals and supporters with easy-to-use graphics 
and messaging for marketing, advocacy, fundraising and more.

GOALS
��Increase AWARENESS 

of and support for the 
transforming library.

��Shift the PERCEPTION of 
libraries from obsolete or 
nice to have to essential.

��ENGAGE and energize 
library professionals and 
build external advocates to 
influence local, state and 
national decision-makers.

KEY MESSAGES

LIBRARIES TRANSFORM 
LIVES.

LIBRARIES TRANSFORM 
COMMUNITIES.

LIBRARIANS ARE 
PASSIONATE ADVOCATES 
FOR LIFELONG 
LEARNING.

LIBRARIES ARE A SMART 
INVESTMENT.
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LIBRARY TYPES
57.02% Public

18.56% Academic

18.54% School

2.57% Corporate, law,  
  and special libraries

1.89% State/national libraries 
  and associations

1.06% Government and military

0.43% Other

PARTICIPATION
10,075 libraries and supporters have joined Libraries Transform since its launch in 
October 2015, with more than 2,700 joining in the campaign’s third year. Campaign 
participants represent libraries in all 50 U.S. states as well as international libraries in 
more than 100 countries.

PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES IN NORTH AMERICA

blue = Libraries Transform Libraries  
red = State Libraries & Associations  
yellow = ALA Library Champions
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YEAR THREE HIGHLIGHT
CELEBRITIES LEND STAR POWER TO 

PROMOTE LIBRARIES IN NEW VIDEOS

This past year Libraries Transform partnered 
with stars Constance Wu and Zoë Kravitz 
to develop a series of video public service 
announcements (PSAs) to highlight how libraries 
are transforming lives and communities through 
critical resources, technology and programs.

In Wu’s PSAs, she shares her love of libraries 
and discusses how they advance inclusion 
and education for people of all backgrounds. 
By offering free access to games and movies 
featuring diverse characters, including the one 
Wu plays in the book-to-film adaptation of 
“Crazy Rich Asians,” libraries help everyone see 
themselves represented in media. 

Kravitz’s PSAs focus on the magical powers 
of libraries like those found in the Fantastic 
Beast movies and Harry Potter books. Kravitz 
encourages the public to visit libraries to discover 
and experience new worlds through literature 
and resources such as eBooks and 3D printers. 
Libraries are places where people can connect 
with others who have similar interests.

Libraries Transform also provided tools for libraries 
to share the videos, including sample social media 
posts and other resources to inspire the public 
to take advantage of innovative programs and 
services available at libraries.  

Libraries Transforms is grateful to Warner Bros. 
Pictures and ALA Graphics for making the PSAs 
possible.

PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES IN NORTH AMERICA
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YEAR THREE HIGHLIGHT
EXPANDED HEALTH LITERACY TOOLKIT 
RAISES AWARENESS ALL YEAR LONG

In response to the success of the 2017 
Health Literacy Toolkit, the National 
Network of Libraries of Medicine and 
Libraries Transform joined forces again, this 
time to update the toolkit with brand-new 
resources to help libraries relay trusted 
health information to their communities. 

The free toolkit offers key messages, 
programming ideas and downloadable 
marketing materials, including bookmarks 
and social media graphics, for libraries to 
use as they promote health literacy during 
Health Literacy Month (October) and 
throughout the year. 

The new additions to the toolkit cover a 
wide-ranging array of health literacy topics 

including genetics, family history, clinical 
trials, citizen science projects, customizing 
care and student well-being. The toolkit 
also covers subjects such as aging, nutrition 
and chronic illness.

Public, school, academic and special 
libraries play a key role in making quality 
health information accessible to all. The 
toolkit was designed to assist libraries 
with their efforts and give communities 
opportunities to improve upon health 
outcomes through health outreach, 
programming and partnerships with 
regional and local agencies, as well 
as offer free access to quality health 
information and databases that can 
improve one’s quality of life.

BECAUSE YOUR 
DNA DOESN’T 
HAVE TO BE 
YOUR DESTINY.

BECAUSE 
HEALTH CARE 
ISN’T ONE SIZE 
FITS ALL.

BECAUSE THE 
RIGHT HEALTH 
QUESTIONS CAN 
LEAD TO BETTER 
HEALTH CARE.
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The free Libraries Transform toolkit is always growing, 
with new tools throughout the year to address the 
changing needs of the library community. In Year 
Three, new downloadable Because statements 
featured diverse topics including literacy, job 
preparedness, privacy, LGBTQ literature and more.

TOOLKIT

BECAUSE “EUREKA” MOMENTS HAPPEN HERE.

BECAUSE AUDIOBOOKS 
TURN COMMUTES INTO 
ADVENTURES.

BECAUSE YOUR DATA 
SHOULDN’T BE AN OPEN 
BOOK.

BECAUSE 
BUILDING A 
BETTER WORLD 
STARTS WITH 
LITERACY.

17,141 
YEAR THREE DOWNLOADS

52,008
TOTAL DOWNLOADS
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PRINT AND DIGITAL MEDIA
The Libraries Transform campaign 
continues to reach new audiences 
through media relations and social 
media, spreading far and wide our 
message about the value of libraries.

Lowe Library (KY) joins the National Library Week festivities 
on Twitter.

ALA’s Facebook page highlights a Libraries Transform 
billboard created by Bridges Library System (WI).

252
ARTICLES FEATURING THE CAMPAIGN

44,000,000+
MEDIA REACH

4,000,000+
SOCIAL MEDIA IMPRESSIONS

79,969
SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENTS

27,172
USES OF #LIBRARIESTRANSFORM

157,293
PAGE VIEWS 

ON LIBRARIESTRANSFORM.ORG

Statistics reflect the period from 
September 1, 2017 to August 31, 2018.
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YEAR THREE HIGHLIGHT
NEW FAMILY ENGAGEMENT TOOLKIT 

SUPPORTS CHILDREN’S LEARNING

In partnership with the Public Library 
Association, Libraries Transform created 
the new Family Engagement Toolkit to 
increase awareness of how libraries support 
families with their children’s learning and 
development.

According to data, children spend only 
20 percent of their waking hours in school. 
Children and youth thrive when they have 
opportunities to explore and discover their 
interests in a variety of spaces, including at 
home, in the community and in libraries. 

Libraries provide nurturing environments 
for families by offering books, storytimes, 

homework help and STEAM (science, 
technology, engineering, arts and 
mathematics) activities that let children follow 
their passions and challenge themselves. 
Together, families can visit libraries after 
school, on weekends, during school breaks 
and summer vacations to build upon what is 
learned in the classroom. 

The toolkit includes customizable graphics 
and promotional ideas for libraries to use in 
spreading the word about their own family 
engagement programs and services. This 
new resource can supplement libraries’ 
marketing, community relations and 
advocacy work.

BECAUSE 
LIBRARIANS 
HAVE EXPERT 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR LEARNERS 
OF ALL AGES. 

BECAUSE 
FAMILY TIME 
CAN NARROW 
THE ACHIEVEMENT 
GAP. 

BECAUSE 
LIBRARIES 
WELCOME 
FAMILIES OF ALL 
BACKGROUNDS. 
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YEAR THREE HIGHLIGHT
LEADING WITH ONE VOICE AT 

THE NATIONAL AND STATE LEVEL 

To better assist ALA State Chapters  
advance their work at the local level, 
Libraries Transform collaborated with the 
Chapter Relations Office to develop a set  
of resources to meet their specific needs. 
With the new tools that were created, 
chapters and their members can capitalize 
on the Libraries Transform brand and 
messaging while tailoring the materials to 
address state issues.

The resources include Libraries Transform 
logos for each state and editable Because 
statement templates that can be tailored 
with new messages. In addition, there is 
a Because statement starter pack which 
contains some of the most popular statements 
and makes them available with a blank 
space to insert the chapter’s state logo. 

There are instruction guides to help library 
advocates get the most out of the tools. 
The guides include details on how to edit 
images, write a strong Because statement 
and use best practices to build awareness 
and support for libraries.

The Indiana Library Federation was one  
of the first chapters to create their own 
Because statements that are specific to their 
state to strengthen engagement in local 
library advocacy.

Members can find ALA State 
Chapters specific resources 
at ilovelibraries.org/
librariestransform/state-
chapters-toolkit.
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Thank you to Rakuten OverDrive, lead sponsor of the 
Libraries Transform campaign, as well as our other Library 
Champions. Your generous support has helped libraries 
nationwide make a difference in their communities.

LEAD SPONSOR – $50,000+
��Rakuten OverDrive

SUSTAINERS – $25,000+
��Dollar General ��Capital One

INVESTORS – $10,000+
��FINRA ��SAGE Publishing

PATRONS – $7,500+
��BTSB ��Nora Roberts Foundation

MEMBERS – $5,000+
��Baker & Taylor, LLC

��Brodart Company

��Candlewick Press

��Demco Incorporated

��EBSCO Information Services

��Elsevier

��Gale, a Cengage Company

��Ingram Content Group

��LS&S, LLC

��Midwest Tape

��Morningstar, Inc.

��OCLC

��ProQuest

��ReferenceUSA

��Scholastic, Inc.

��SirsiDynix

��Springer Nature

��Taylor & Francis Group

��TLC – The Library 
Corporation

THANK YOU TO OUR  
2017–18 LIBRARY CHAMPIONS
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